
	

	

String Light Care Instructions  

To avoid breakage, please hang string light strands before screwing in bulbs, and unscrew 
bulbs before taking strands down.   

Do not throw out the bulb boxes, as you will need these to transport bulbs after use.  

Before repacking, please remove all hanging material from the strands (such as twine and 
ties) and wipe clean them if they are dirty or wet.  

To avoid tangling, please wind strands loosely in the manner that they were originally 
packed and tie with the twine included in the string light box.  

If you break a few bulbs, don’t sweat it. The first two bulbs are complimentary. Any 
broken or missing beyond this, we charge a replacement fee of $1.00 per bulb.  

Thanks for taking care with our things! 

 

25’ String Light Information & Hanging Instructions  

The total length is 25 feet. There are 25 bulbs per strand, with 12 inches between the 
sockets.  

If one bulb burns out, the rest stay lit. 

The strands have end-to-end connection. You can connect up to 4 strands within the 
wattage limits of a standard plug. We do not recommend connecting more than 4 
strands end to end, as doing so will exceed the recommended wattage for a standard 
plug, and may cause your electrical and/or the strands to short-circuit.    

To hang we recommend using twine or plastic ties as pictured below. The ties can be 
purchased at Dollarama or from Amazon.ca.   

 



 

48’ Commercial String Light Information & Hanging Instructions 

The total length is 56 feet, which includes 48 foot cord plus 8 feet of lead cord (lead cord 
is the amount of plain cord form the plug to where the first socket starts). There are 24 
bulbs per cord. There is 24” between sockets. The sockets have suspenders, which hang 4” 
from the cord (to the bottom of the socket). With bulbs, they hang down about 7.” 

If one bulb burns out, the rest stay lit.  

These strands CANNOT be attached end to end. There is a standard plug on one end, 
and the other end is capped off after the last socket. While it is possible to purchase a part 
that attaches two strings together, this is not recommended, as doing so will exceed the 
maximum recommended wattage for a standard plug and may lead to short circuiting 
your electrical (aka a blackout at your event). The maximum run is 600 Watts, based on 
24 sockets at 25 watts each maximum. 

To hang the lights we recommend securing the strands with twine or plastic ties as 
pictured below. The ties can be purchased at Dollarama or Amazon.ca.  

 

 

To avoid drooping, we recommend leaving no more than 5 bulbs between each tie. For 
spans exceeding this we recommend using a 60’, properly rated cable support system and 
cable ties, which can be purchased online at lightsforallocasions.com.  

Do not use moulded end cap to mount strand or support the wire, as this may result 
in breakage.  

Thanks again for taking care of our lights!  

	

	

	


